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While British concern about a possible Argentine attack is under-

standable, the urgency of the situation does not appear to necessitate

dipping further into Navy readiness. Additionally, the stock of rounds

which has already been provided should be sufficient for UK needs. I

recommend that we offer to provide the launchers to the British but

deny their request for the additional rounds.
2

Fred C. Ikle

3

2

Weinberger indicated neither approval nor disapproval of the recommendation,

although he crossed out the word “only” at the end of the “Approve release of launchers

only” option and wrote: “& query UK about their real need for 1200 more rounds,

in view of our own shortage.” In response, Iklé submitted another memorandum to

Weinberger on July 2, which stated that the British rationale for seeking 1,200 rounds

was that the United Kingdom required “twice the number of rounds to fire against Exocet

missiles as against Soviet missiles, which are the basis for our own threat assessment

and requirements,” that the U.K. requirement “is also increased because its launchers

have been inefficiently placed; they had to be grafted onto ships that had already been

outfitted,” and that the British “are, in any event, quite nervous about incoming aircraft

since the sinking of the Sheffield.” In light of this, Iklé recommended offering 900 rounds,

a recommendation Weinberger approved. (Ibid.)

3

Iklé signed “Fred” above his typed signature.

364. Memorandum From Secretary of State Haig to

President Reagan

1

Washington, June 24, 1982

[Omitted here is discussion of issues unrelated to the South

Atlantic.]

2. Senior Interagency Group (SIG) Meeting on Post-Falklands Policy

Toward Latin America. Larry Eagleburger chaired a SIG meeting to

address next steps in Latin America in the wake of the Falklands

episode.
2

While there has been short-term damage to our relations with

the hemisphere, it was generally felt that as emotionalism subsides

most countries will resume business as usual with the United States—

but with some new twists that require further analysis. Demands for

1

Source: Department of State, Executive Secretariat, Very Sensitive Correspondence

Files of Alexander M. Haig, Jr., March 1981–February 1983, Lot 83D288, Evening Read-

ing—June 1982. Confidential.

2

See footnote 3, Document 362.
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advanced military technology may increase, but the deep indebtedness

of many countries may limit expansion of military budgets. Cuban

opportunities for mischief will be few but the Soviets will have several,

particularly through military sales to Argentina.

The Group concluded that our basic priority in favor of Mexico

and the Caribbean Basin should not be changed. On the contrary: Latins

will view our ability to follow through on the Caribbean Basin Initiative

as a litmus test of U.S. attitudes toward the hemisphere. Overall, we

should continue careful application of existing policies within our pres-

ent guidelines, rather than begin any special U.S. programs or policies

in the wake of the Falklands war. Finally, the Group believes that

public relations efforts toward Latin America, such as those suggested

by President Monge to you today,
3

can help rebuild an atmosphere of

trust in the hemisphere. (C)

3

Likely a mistaken reference to Reagan’s June 22 meeting with Monge at the White

House. According to the President’s Daily Diary, the two leaders met in the Oval Office

from 11 a.m. until 12:03 p.m. (Reagan Library, President’s Daily Diary)

365. Action Memorandum From the Director of the Bureau of

Politico-Military Affairs (Howe) to the Under Secretary of

State for Political Affairs (Eagleburger)

1

Washington, June 25, 1982

SUBJECT

Materiel Support for the UK

Issue for Decision

We have a number of outstanding British requests for military

equipment. This memorandum recommends a strategy for responding

to each of them.

1

Source: Department of State, Executive Secretariat, S/S Special Handling Restric-

tions Memos 1979–1983, Lot 96D262, Super Sensitive June 1982. Top Secret; Sensitive.

A stamped notation in the upper right-hand corner of the memorandum indicates that

Eagleburger saw it on June 26.
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